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✽ Anti-matter from dark matter annihilation

✽ Background from secondary cosmic ray

✽ LHC as anti-matter factory

✽ Results from the LHC with impact for indirect searches

1. anti-proton cross section from p-He collisions in LHCb fixed target

2. anti-deuteron and anti-3He in pp collisions with ALICE

✽ Outlook

Disclaimer: not possible to have a comprehensive list of models and calculations, but a personal selection.

Outline



Searching for dark matter WIMPs
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One hypothesis is that DM is constituted by  
WIMPs (!) = weakly interacting massive particles

that are thermal relics of the early Universe.

Direct searches look for elastic scattering of a 
WIMP on nuclei in the detector, production at 
colliders [à G. Landsberg, 21/01] 

Visible (baryonic) 

Matter

4% of Universe
Dark Matter

25% of Universe

Copyright: Hubble/COSMOS

Indirect searches look for signals from !! pair annihilation or ! decay into standard model 

particles in the Galaxy (e.g. in the Galactic halo).

Focus on: indirect searches for anti-matter in cosmic rays (CR)

à Look for anti-deuterium and anti-3He because of low secondary CR background



Signal = anti-nuclei from Dark Matter source (1)
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1. Anti-p and anti-n are produced by WIMP annihilation into SM channels
2. Anti-deuterons and anti-3He produced via coalescence of anti-nucleons

Modeling of the DM source depends on the details of the particle physics model and the 
DM density in a given point of the Galaxy 

[M. Korsmeier, F. Donato, N. Fornengo, PRD 97 (2018) 103011]
✽ thermally-averaged annihilation cross section into SM channel, e.g. ⟨"#⟩%%⟶bbar ~ 3 x 10-26 cm3/s
✽ DM mass, e.g. 30 < mDM < 100 GeV
✽ energy spectrum of the products

[M. Tanabashi et al. (PDG), PRD 98 (2018) 030001]
✽ DM density in the vicinity of the solar system, 'local

DM ~ 0.4 GeV/cm3



Signal = anti-nuclei from Dark Matter source (2)
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1. Anti-p and anti-n are produced by WIMP annihilation into SM channels
2. Anti-deuterons and anti-3He produced via coalescence of anti-nucleons

Anti-nucleons coalesce into anti-nuclei if they are close in phase-space, a condition which
is encoded in the coalescence probability BA

related to

[M. Korsmeier, F. Donato, N. Fornengo, PRD 97 (2018) 103011; P. Chardonnet, J. Orloff, P. Salati, PLB 409 (1997) 313; and others…]
✽ coalescence momentum pC à tuned to e+e- data [ALEPH, PLB 639 (2006) 129]
✽ Mass of the nucleus

[K. Blum et al., PRD 96 (2017) 103021; R. Scheibl, U. Heinz, (1999) PRC 59 (1999) 1585-1602; FB, A. Kalweit, arXiv:1807.05894v2]
✽ Size of the nucleus relative to the size of the source (Hanbury-Brown-Twiss interferometry)
✽ Nucleus wave-function (quantum-mechanical approach)



Background = secondary Cosmic Ray source (1) 
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PDG review, 2018

Largest fractions of primary CR are protons and helium.
There are no anti-nuclei as primary CR.

Secondary anti-p, anti-d, anti-3He produced by 
interaction of primary CR with the InterStellar Matter 
(pp, p-He, …) constitute a background for the DM signal.

à the Galaxy as “fixed target experiment”



Background = secondary Cosmic Ray source (2) 
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Production of secondary anti-nuclei by spallation reactions of primary 
CR with ISM

✽ Need cross-sections for anti-p production in pp, p-He, p-A
✽ Threshold for anti-nuclei production

- to produce anti-d by pp in c.m. √s ≥ 6 mp ⟶ lab frame / Galaxy: E ≥ 17mp

✽ By coalescence mechanism
- same as the DM signal, but different anti-nucleon distributions
- coalescence momentum unknown  

Flux calculations sensitive to the astrophysical details
à Introduce model dependency 
✽ Acceleration by Super Novae remnants
✽ Diffusion in the galactic magnetic field (~µGauss)
✽ Energy loss / gain (for loosely bound nuclei, break-up dominates)
✽ Solar modulations (matter mostly at low E, where DM signal prominent)

Copyright: ESA/Planck Collaboration, 2016



Background = secondary Cosmic Ray source (2) 
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Production of secondary anti-nuclei by spallation reactions of primary 
CR with ISM

✽ Need cross-sections for anti-p production in pp, p-He, p-A
✽ Threshold for anti-nuclei production

- to produce anti-d by pp in c.m. √s ≥ 6 mp ⟶ lab frame / Galaxy: E ≥ 17mp

✽ By coalescence mechanism
- same as the DM signal, but different anti-nucleon distributions
- coalescence momentum unknown  

Flux calculations sensitive to the astrophysical details
à Introduce model dependency 
✽ Acceleration by Super Novae remnants
✽ Diffusion in the galactic magnetic field (~µGauss)
✽ Energy loss / gain (for loosely bound nuclei, break-up dominates)
✽ Solar modulations (matter mostly at low E, where DM signal prominent)

Copyright: ESA/Planck Collaboration, 2016

TUNE ON LHC DATA

TUNE ON ASTRO DATA

MEASURE AT LHC



Antiproton production in p-He with LHCb
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p-He collisions in fixed target mode with SMOG 
[JINST 9 (2014) P12005, à G. Manca, 24/01]
Ebeam = 6.5 TeV, √sNN = 110 GeV

Analysis details:
✽ 33M reconstructed p-He collisions
✽ in p-N frame, -2.8 < y* < 0.2
✽ PID with RICH I (12 < p < 60 GeV/c) 

and RICH II (30 < p < 110 GeV/c)
✽ Momentum resolution better than 1% for 

p < 110 GeV/c
✽ Dominated by systematic uncertainty, < 10%

LHCb, PRL 121, 222001 (2018)

p

π
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Antiproton production in p-He with LHCb
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p-He collisions in fixed target mode with SMOG 
[JINST 9 (2014) P12005, à G. Manca, 24/01]
Ebeam = 6.5 TeV, √sNN = 110 GeV

Analysis details:
✽ 33M reconstructed p-He collisions
✽ in p-N frame, -2.8 < y* < 0.2
✽ PID with RICH I (12 < p < 60 GeV/c) 

and RICH II (30 < p < 110 GeV/c)
✽ Momentum resolution better than 1% for 

p < 110 GeV/c
✽ Dominated by systematic uncertainty, < 10%

Precise multi-differential measurement of the antiproton 
cross-section



Antiproton production in p-He with LHCb
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LHCb, PRL 121, 222001 (2018)

p-He collisions in fixed target mode with SMOG 
[JINST 9 (2014) P12005, à G. Manca, 24/01]
Ebeam = 6.5 TeV, √sNN = 110 GeV

Data compared to hadronization models, including 
low-energy extension of QGSJETII-04 (m) 
motivated by CR anti-protons

- Unsatisfactory descriptions at low p
- Yield differences up to 2x



Light (anti-)nuclei production with ALICE
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n p
anti-deuteron

n p
anti-triton

n

p
anti-helium3

n p

p
anti-alpha

pnn

Z

Anti-nuclei up to A = 4 are currently in reach at accelerators. 
The anti-alpha is the heaviest observed so far and was first seen by the STAR experiment in 2011, 

and recently measured by ALICE at the LHC in Pb-Pb collisions (2018).



LHC as “anti-matter factory”
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ALICE, paper in preparation – talk of M. Colocci, QM 2018

Anti-matter / matter ~ 1 at the LHC
Independently of pT and multiplicity

ALICE, PRC 97 (2018) 024615



Anti-nuclei production in pp at the LHC
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In pp collisions the “penalty factor” 
for increasing the mass number by 
adding one nucleon is ~103.

x 10-3

x 10-3

ALICE Coll. PRC 97 (2018) 024615



Anti-deuteron
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RUN II (2015 sample), pp √sNN = 13 TeV
Multiplicity dependence at 7 TeV à paper in preparation

ALICE Coll. PRC 97 (2018) 024615

INEL pp collisions, √s = 0.9, 2.76, 7 TeV pp collisions, √s = 13 TeV



First observation of anti-3He in pp collisions
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INEL pp collisions, √s = 7 TeV, Lint = 4.2 /nb

TPC+TOF: 6 anti-tritons and 
10 anti-3He candidates

ALICE Coll. PRC 97 (2018) 024615

Precision dominated by statistical uncertainty 
⟶ analysis being extended to Run II data

Dominating systematic uncertainties: hadronic interaction cross 
section in the material and feed-down from hypertriton 



Measured coalescence parameter for anti-deuteron
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ALICE Coll. PRC 97 (2018) 024615



Coalescence momentum p0 constrained by ALICE 
measurement of B2 in pp collisions at 7 TeV

0.01 < B2 < 0.02 GeV2/c3

208 < pC < 262 MeV/c

Low background for low-energy DM anti-d and anti-3He 
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Anti-deuterons (pC = 248 MeV/c)

M. Korsmeier et al., PRD 97 (2018) 103011

✽ Uncertainties due to the modeling of the CR 
propagation



Low background for low-energy DM anti-d and anti-3He 
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Anti-deuterons (pC = 248 MeV/c) Anti-3He (pC = 248 MeV/c)

GAPS, AMS-02 sensitive to anti-deuteron signal but anti-3He seems out of reach
✽ Caveat: scaling of coalescence with nuclear properties [K. Blum et al., PRD 96, 103021 (2017)]

M. Korsmeier et al., PRD 97 (2018) 103011



Testing coalescence models
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Reminder: production probability 
encoded in coalescence parameter BA

The trend with multiplicity can be
explained as an increase in the source 
size (radius R from HBT) in 
coalescence models
[Scheibl, Heinz, PRC 59 (1999) 1585; 
K. Blum et al., PRD 96, 103021 (2017)]

Scaling properties of coalescence can 
be tested by measuring systematically
different (hyper-)nucleus species in 
different systems

Increasing source size 

ALICE, Pb-Pb

ALICE, pp

Thermal + BW

Coalescence

FB, A. Kalweit, arXiv:1807.05894
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Testing coalescence models
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Reminder: production probability 
encoded in coalescence parameter BA

The trend with multiplicity can be
explained as an increase in the source 
size (radius R from HBT) in 
coalescence models
[Scheibl, Heinz, PRC 59 (1999) 1585; 
K. Blum et al., PRD 96, 103021 (2017)]

Scaling properties of coalescence can 
be tested by measuring systematically
different (hyper-)nucleus species in 
different systems

Increasing source size 

Pb-Pb

pp

FB, A. Kalweit, arXiv:1807.05894

p-Pb



Measurements at LHC with impact on astrophysics
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Previous estimates of the coalescence probability underestimated by >10x 
[Duperray et al, PRD71 083013 (2005)] 
⟶ Translates into an updated background estimate for DM searches in space-based 
experiments (e.g. AMS-02)

ALICE, PRC 97, 024615 (2018)
K. Blum et al., PRD 96, 103021 (2017)

Duperray 2005



Measurements at LHC with impact on astrophysics
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Previous estimates of the coalescence probability underestimated by >10x 
[Duperray et al, PRD71 083013 (2005)] 
⟶ Translates into an updated background estimate for DM searches in space-based 
experiments (e.g. AMS-02) [K. Blum et al., PRD 96, 103021 (2017)]

ALICE, PRC 97, 024615 (2018)Poisson prob. for detecting N≥1, 2, 3, 4 
3He-bar events in a 5-yr analysis of AMS02

Before 
ALICE 

After 
ALICE



Anti-4He in the Cosmos 
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S. Ting (AMS), CERN Colloquium 24/05/2018

What is the source of the anti-4He seen by AMS-02?

Anti-4He measurement in pp collisions in reach with ALICE with the High-Luminosity 
LHC phase (Run3-4, 2021-2028) à measurement of production probability for A = 4 



Secondary-to-secondary flux ratios
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The flux of secondary anti-nuclei can be calculated with only minor sensitivity to the details of CR 
astrophysics if secondary-to-secondary flux ratios (at given rigidity) are used
⟶ astrophysical uncertainties largely cancel [Katz et al. , Mon.Not.Roy.Astron.Soc. 405 (2010) 1458]
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This works for secondary antiprotonsThis works for secondary nuclei

3

In Sec. III we turn to e+, a hot potato: here public opinion basically has it that a primary
source of e+ must exist, be it dark matter or pulsars. We take a fresh look at the data in
Sec. IIIA; the first thing we notice appears like a hint in the opposite direction: CR e+

may in fact be consistent with secondary. An actual puzzle with e+ is there, but is perhaps
more subtle than commonly appreciated. We devote Sec. III B-III C to elucidate the e+

puzzle. We do not know the solution, but we show in Sec. IIID that high energy radioactive
nuclei data, expected in the near future, may rule the secondary e+ hypothesis in or out. In
Sec. III E we provisionally assume that e+ are secondary to review some general constraints
on CR propagation. In Sec. III F we review models suggested in the literature wherein e+

are secondary, and explain why we like some of them more than others. In Sec. IIIG we
review models suggested in the literature wherein e+ are from a primary source, notably
dark matter annihilation or pulsars, and explain why we like some of them less than others.

In Sec. IV we tackle the topic of CR d̄ and 3He. Surprisingly enough, we find a hot potato
also here: we suggest, contrary to most earlier estimates, that a detection of secondary 3He
may be imminent at AMS02 (consistent with some pesky recent rumours).

In Sec. V we conclude.

II. ASTROPHYSICAL p̄: THE GALAXY AS A FIXED-TARGET EXPERIMENT

CR antimatter particles are produced as secondaries in collisions of other CRs, notably
protons, with interstellar matter (ISM), notably hydrogen in the Galaxy. Highly relativistic
p̄ and heavier antinuclei (d̄, 3He) propagate similarly to relativistic matter nuclei at the same
magnetic rigidity

R = p/eZ,

with the di↵erence in charge sign expected to make little or no impact on the propagation
given that the measured CR flux is very nearly locally isotropic.

Starting with the simplest case of p̄, it is natural to try and calibrate the e↵ect of prop-
agation directly from data, by using information on other secondary nuclei like boron (B),
formed by fragmentation of heavier CRs (mostly carbon C and oxygen O). We now explain
how to perform this calibration, calculate the predicted p̄ flux, and compare to measure-
ments.

A. The CR grammage

In this section we limit the discussion to stable, relativistic, secondary nuclei. For such
secondaries, including e.g. B and the sub-Fe group (T-Sc-V-Cr), the ratio of densities of two
specie a, b satisfies an approximate empirical relation [26, 27],

na(R)

nb(R)
⇡

Qa(R)

Qb(R)
. (1)

Here Qa denotes the net production of species a per unit ISM column density,

Qa(R) =
X

P

nP (R)
�P!a(R)

m
� na(R)

�a(R)

m
, (2)

Qa,b(R) = net production of species a per unit ISM column density
na,b(R) = particle density



Perspectives at the LHC Runs 3 and 4
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CR anti-nuclei flux ratio used to estimate amount of secondary anti-nuclei produced in cosmic 
ray interactions as background for DM searches
à Require precision on BA of the order of O(10%) or better

✽ Low pT (≤ 0.5 GeV/c) most relevant ⟶ ALICE is in a good spot!
✽ Possibility to reduce systematics by measuring the hadronic cross-section of anti-nuclei in

material
✽ Beyond ALICE capabilities: rapidity dependence (y = O(1)) and √s = O(10 GeV)

BA pp √s Lint Stat. unc. Sys. Unc.

A = 2, 3
5.5 6 /pb < 0.1%

O(10%)
14 200 /pb < 0.1%

A = 4 14 200 /pb ~ 10%
To be 

estimated
FIRST time!

Report from the HL-LHC Workshop, arXiv:1812.06772 
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✽ Anti-deuteron and anti-3He detection in CR look promising for indirect searches of DM, 
due to the low background from secondary CR

✽ LHC can be used as anti-matter factory to study the production of anti-p and light anti-nuclei

✽ Recent results from the LHC with impact for indirect searches
1. anti-proton cross-section from p-He collisions in LHCb fixed target
2. anti-deuteron and anti-3He in pp collisions with ALICE

✽ The increased integrated luminosity foreseen for Runs 3+4 will allow us to reach the 10% 
precision on the measured coalescence probability needed to constrain secondary CR anti-
nuclei flux ratios.

Summary



Thank you!

Contact: Francesca.bellini@cern.ch

Image Copyright: ESA/Planck Collaboration, 2016



Additional material



LHC meets cosmic rays
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LHC pp collisions cover the energy-per-
nucleon range between the 1st and the 
2nd knee of the CR spectrum

Knee

2nd Knee

Ankle
GZK

Energy-per-nucleon

LHC collision energy √sNN (TeV)
System Run I Run II

pp 0.9, 2.76, 5.02, 7, 8 5, 13

p-Pb 5.02 5.02, 8.16

Pb-Pb 2.76 5.02
Xe-Xe - 5.44
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F. Donato, EMMI Workshop in Torino, Dec. 2017



Coalescence probability for deuteron
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Increasing source size 
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Coalescence probability for (hyper-)nuclei with A≤4

A = 2

A = 3

A = 4

A = 2

A = 3

A = 4   

BA from coalescence at pT/A = 0.75 GeV/c BA from coalescence at pT/A = 3 GeV/c
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Coalescence probability decreases with transverse momentum for all A and R. 



BA vs R

Thermal + BW

Coalescence
ALICE, Pb-Pb

ALICE, pp
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Smaller object
Larger object



Test production models with L = 10 nb
-1

at LHC Run 3+4
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At the LHC Runs 3 and 4 (2021-2029), Pb-Pb integrated luminosity will be 100x larger than Runs 1 and 2 

Nuclei with A = 3 and A = 4 will be measurable more differentially

⇢ Hyper-triton will allow for a ~10" discrimination between models

Relative statistical uncertainty on (hyper-)nuclei yields in Runs 3 and 4  

Model separation power 

3He                            3#H                                4He                                4#H

Report from the HL-LHC Workshop, arXiv:1812.06772 
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Smooth relative production across collision systems

Smooth evolution of d/p ratio with multiplicity 
across systems

No significant centrality dependence in Pb-Pb
✽ indication for decrease of d/p ratio in most 

central collisions

No significant √sNN dependence
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d/p ratio vs multiplicity across systems
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Nuclei and anti-nuclei identification in ALICE
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✽ Identification at mid-rapidity
✽ dE/dx in the ALICE TPC at low momenta 
✽ Mass from time-of-flight measured in TOF at intermediate momenta 
✽ Mass from Cherenkov angle in HMPID at high momenta

Specific ionization energy loss in TPC Deuteron signal extraction with TOF Deuteron signal extraction with HMPID

n = 1.29

ALICE, Phys. Rev. C 93 (2015) 024917
ALICE, Eur. Phys. J. C 77 (2017) 658



Dealing with detector material
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✽ Knock-out from detector material is a background for nuclei, not for anti-nuclei
✽ Fits to the Distance of Closest Approach (DCA) to the primary vertex (PV) used to reject secondaries

✽ Source of large systematic uncertainty for anti-nuclei, due to poor knowledge of the 
hadronic interaction cross section

Template fit to the DCA to the PV 
of deuteron candidates

DCA to the PV of deuteron and anti-
deuteron candidates


